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biking
We are not saying big words about this fantastic adventure and
will send you straight to the official website of the Stoneman
Miriquidi. The options for experiencing the Stoneman are briefly
listed for a quick overview. In addition, as Erzgebirge it makes us
a bit proud when a Tyrolean MTB professional is so enthusiastic
about our landscape that he installs the only Stoneman in
Germany here. This is only available once per country. Jihaa! Get
on your bikes or skis and off you go!

Zur Seite von Stoneman
Miriquidi



Stoneman Miriquidi MTB from April to November
(depending on the weather)
THE adventure for mountain bikers here in Saxony. Oh, all of
Germany. For all MTB fans here is an insight in advance.
South German employees were also enthusiastic about the tour in
2017 and published an article about a tour with Roland Stauder.

Stoneman on snow – without a bike, but with skis
as a replacement
What do you do when you can no longer cycle on roads and paths
in winter? Right -you strap on your skis and look at our landscape
from a different perspective. If you want to go on a guided tour,
the Sehmatal ski marathon professional and Stoneman fan Toni
Escher is on the go.

Zu OutdoorActive



Weitere Informationen zu
Stoneman
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TrailCenter Rabenberg
Absolute and die-hard MTB fans will find the trail centerwith 5
trails in various levels of difficulty in Breitenbrunn.
[Translate to English:] Hier finden Sie
Details



Stoneman Road from April to November
(depending on the weather)
For all those who need the feeling of asphalt under the wheels,
this variant is recommended.
Für alle, die das Gefühl von Asphalt unter den Rädern
brauchen, sei diese Variante zu empfehlen.
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